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The Bullsheet, a forum for news, humor, and community dialogue, is funded by DCGA, 
will be dearly missed by Jack, and is printed each day that classes are in session. Submis-
sions must be sent before our editors shamble into the office for next day submission via 
e-mail to: bullsheet@denison.edu. Submissions herein solely reflect the opinions of the 
authors.

Edited last night by: Jack, rising senior (scary)
Delivered this morning by: Maggie? Please?

 

CAMPUS CRIME REPORT
(BUT NOT REALLY)

 So I had this pretty sick idea for my last sheet (that James tried to steal) where I would compile 
a “best of” list of the most outrageous and heinous shit from the campus crime report in one mega crime 
report for the semester, since we’ve really been dropping the ball on those lately. However, after one of our 
latest recruits went down to P1 to consult the report (thanks Mick!), we have discovered that the report no 
longer features crime descriptions. Ergo, crime is no longer funny. Perhaps it never was. Maybe that’s the 
point. Regardless, this means no campus crime reports for the time being. Nonetheless! I have something 
better. Below is the official Jack May 2020-2021 Report of Campus Crimes, a compilation of the most 
criminal acts to occur on this campus during this school year. It’s been a crazy hellish ride, but its been a lot  
of fun. Thanks for sticking it out with us! We’ll be back better than ever in the fall, except with no money. 
Please give us money. 

Continued on back...

AUGUST
-NO BANDERSNATCH?!?! That’s 
FUCKED up
-@denison_exposed. Yeah I said it
-the infamous 69 White Power Tik 
Tok Star Scandal!

SEPTEMBER
-fucking TENET. Fuck that movie
-regrettable hookups...
-professors making you turn your 
Zoom camera on when they know 
damn well you’re getting the best 
sleep of your life. So rude
-the Tuttersheet era came to a close :( 
-LOST DRONE

OCTOBER
-ghosts ripping bong in the Bullsheet
-The Denisonian getting upset over an 
article about soup... come on guys it’s 
just like cereal but hot! Wait shit that’s 
oatmeal though... hmm
-sending a dozen students to quarantine 
for a false positive... bad look Denison
-quarantine meals
-literally everything about quarantine



Charlie “make amends with nina” Schweiger, Managing Editor

Elizabeth “breathe” Arterberry, Junior Writer
Maggie “deliver the bullsheet” Bell, Junior Writer

Blythe “truckin” Dahlem, Sophomore Writer
Ellie “selling girlboss art prints” Schrader, Sophomore Writer

William “catch animals w/ bare hands” Kelsey, Sophomore Writer
Emma “trap books” Rutherford, Sophomore Writer

  James “literally has no idea” Whitney, Junior Editor
Jack “the plot of the movie adventureland” May, Junior Editor
Betsy “smoke blunts with jay-z” Wagner, Sophomore Editor

      Katie “watch the office” Kerrigan, Head Writer

Staff “summer plans” Box There’s a lot of negativity 

in this sheet I know but 

I seriously had a great 

school year despite every-

thing and I hope you guys 

did too!

-Jack May, junior editor

FAKE CRIMES GOOD TIMES

NOVEMBER
-the never-ending election (I don’t 
know if Rohan ever fully recovered)
-Apple fucking with my phone so the 
audio recording didn’t work anymore 
and I couldn’t make calls forcing me 
to buy a new one I know this isn’t 
applicable to anyone else but I’m still 
pissed fuck u Apple

FEBRUARY
-the mass removal (or staged removal) 
of furniture and sticky beer floors 
across campus
-broken seat in Crawford 3rd floor 
shower
-no one watching the Muppet Show 
with me on Disney plus >:(
-this tweet (pictured left)

MARCH
-this giant KFC cup (pictured 
right) is STILL MISSING!!!!!! If 
have any info on its whereabouts 
please contact (440) 725-8004
-someone broke a lamp kinda by 
the Lisska center...
-some HOOLIGANS vandalized 
the sheet office with pages from 
Anzia Yezierska’s novel Bread 
Givers

MAY
-The Cuties were born... gross
-that fucker threw a beer can at 
Princess Nokia
-MIKE chilled so hard it should’ve 
been illegal
-finals are on campus so we can’t 
cheat :/

APRIL
-students across campus began 
inserting 5G Melinda Gates 
microships into their arms!!!!
-Jack May decided to live at 
the homestead
-we hired new staff... and they 
didn’t even deliver...


